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When Wanda Jackson arrived onstage at Lincoln Hall Tuesday night at close to 10 p.m.-- roughly 20 

minutes after her scheduled performance -- the 73-year-old singer handled the situation in a manner 

uncharacteristic of perhaps any generation but hers: she apologized. 

After a nearly six-decade-career whose highlights include touring with Elvis Presley, becoming one of the 

first women to headline rock ‘n roll and now recording an album with musical visionary Jack White, the 

self-dubbed Queen of Rockabilly has a humble take on her success—and the unlikeliness of career 

having been catapulted into the 21st century. 

“I was worried that you guys would even want me singing these kinds of songs,” she admitted, 

describing her initial hesitation to collaborating with White.  

Thankfully Jackson’s demureness was betrayed by her signature, guttural growl, a trademark that has 

perhaps singlehandedly responsible for her rock ‘n roll credibility. When the country-turned-rock-

turned-gospel-turned rock singer lent that classic vocal touch to a cover of Amy Winehouses’ “No Good” 

--- which might have bordered on risqué for a singer who still flirts with gospel --- Jackson made it her 

own, producing a version more sinister than even the morose Winehouse managed. 

She also had Whites’ intuitive musical stylings to thank. The unorthodox musician and producer who had 

“stretched” her in the studio encouraged arrangements and vocal tricks that are “waaay out there,” 

Jackson acknowledged – but yet worked. Jackson’s vocals quivered intentionally on “Shakin’ All Over” 

with the delicious eeriness of a witch-like cry. Early-career numbers such as “Fujiyama Mama” and 

“Funnel of Love”—which “didn’t do squat in 1961”-- were resurrected with the polish of a horn section.  

Starting off the set with the yodeling “Rock Your Baby” and ending it with a wriggling, understated “Let’s 

Have a Party”, Jackson’s charm was enough to carry the mixed-ages crowd through uneasy moments 

that included proclamations of her religious devotion and a bit of prolonged squinting at set lists. Yet, 

Jackson reminded the crowd, if her one-time boyfriend – and galvanizer of her rock career—Elvis Presley 

could get away with looking at his notes, so could she.  

“If the king can do it, the queen can do it,” she announced. 

 


